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Isaac plays by a little pool on the side of the mountain. When he
fills a jar with water it starts to rain, so Isaac pours it back into the
pool and runs inside. But soon he wanders where the water in his
little jar goes. His imagination follows the water as it flows through
the river by his house. It leaves the country and enters the city,
moving through canals and waterways. Eventually, it ends up in
the sky where it can fall all over the world, and maybe end up
back in the pool where Isaac plays.
With only a sentence or two on each page, the focus of this book
is the imaginative illustrations of Isaac’s thoughts following the
water from his jar. The sharp, painted pictures in cool colors
span the pages from top to bottom, and each is so in-depth that
readers will want to study them to find new details. The journey
of this simple little bit of water is sure to inspire imagination in
children and adults alike as they engage with the awe-inspiring
illustrations and attention-grabbing storyline.
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